
Operational engineers: 
the backbone of the Argo revolution
As they organize procurement, test, coordinate deployment and 
monitor floats, operational engineers play an essential role in 
the Argo program.

One thing that makes Argo floats such unique 
ocean observation assets is that they are totally 

autonomous. Once they are deployed and during 
their typical 5-year lifetime, these instruments are 
programmed to go through diving cycles and will 
seldomly require human intervention. This also 
means that if one of these floats is launched while 
not functioning correctly, this 20 000-to-100 000-
euro piece of equipment could be lost for good. 
Making sure that floats are working smoothly 
before, during and after their deployment is part of 
the job of operational engineers.

“We first set contracts with the manufacturers 
to procure platforms and sensors that will fulfill 
technical specificities required by the scientists and 
their research,” explains Romain Cancouët who 
is in charge of all operational tasks at the Euro-
Argo ERIC (European Research Infrastructure 
Consortium).

“There are many benefits for being a Euro-Argo 
member: reduced prices as we purchase floats 
in bulk, centralized purchase and after-sales 
management, access to storage in our facility and 
stock management,” he notes.

The floats undergo a series of tests in a unique 
facility:  a 20-meters deep basin at the Euro-Argo 
headquarters located on the French Research 
Institute for Exploitation of the Sea (IFREMER) 
campus in Plouzané, France. “We check if they 
dive and ascend correctly, if they transmit their 
data via satellite and also test if the sensors are 
working properly,” Romain Cancouët says. For 
Deep Argo floats that can dive to a depth of 
4 000 meters,  engineers use a hyperbaric chamber 
available at the IFREMER premises to simulate 
the extremely high pressures of the abyssal zone. If 
there are any defects, returning a float is also made 
easy for Euro-Argo members since the current 
equipment provider is located near the consortium 
headquarters. 

A Deep Argo float tested at the IFREMER facility. © Olivier Dugornay/IFREMER



Once the floats have been tested, they are shipped 
to seaports all around Europe and the world. Argo 
floats can be deployed from a diverse array of ships: 
public or private science vessels, opportunity ships 
such as merchant ships, sailing boats, tourism 
vessels, cable-ships, etc. These vessels are either 
regular or on-and-off partners of Euro-Argo. 
“We have created tutorials and simple guides to 
train the ships’ crew how to deploy an Argo float,” 
explains Noé Poffa, an instrumentation engineer 
at Argo France, the country launching the most 
instruments among the Euro-Argo 12 members. 
He sometimes supervises deployments at sea 
himself. “The procedure depends on the type of 
boat we boarded: we drop the float in the water 
either manually or by using a quick-release hook 
or a crane”, Noé Poffa describes.

The operational engineers check the floats’ dia-
gnostics every week. If problems occur, for ins-
tance if a float is caught in an eddy or close to en-
ter ice-covered areas, they can communicate with 
the float via satellite and control them remotely. 
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They can modify its parameters so that it will dive 
and drift at different depths. If a float is defective 
or if its battery is empty, it is usually left to sink. 
But when a vessel’s trajectory happens to get close 
to a malfunctioning or depleted float, operational 
engineers will at times pilot a retrieval operation 
from land since they have access to the float’s 
coordinates in real-time. “A successful retrieval 
depends on the know-how of the ship’s crew and 
also on pure luck: how agitated the sea is on that 
day, or how clear communications between us and 
the boat are,” explains Noé Poffa. “It can be nerve-
wracking.” To recover and refurbish more and 
more floats when it’s possible or cost-effective is 
one of Euro-Argo’s long-term objectives. 

Via workshops and meetings, Romain Cancouët 
is getting feedback from the community of Euro-
Argo users. “We want to know more about how 
they operate or would like to operate the floats and 
what their needs are,” says Romain Cancouët. “We 
then report back to the manufacturers so that they 
can implement this feedback in the next generation 
of floats.” Now, with new generations of Argo 
floats such as Deep Argo and Biogeochemical 
Argo, Romain Cancouët is working on testing new 
types of sensors. As part of a recently launched 
Horizon Europe project, he’s connecting with 
the communities of scientists and engineers who 
work with different ocean observation platforms 
that use the same sensors as these new floats, such 
as gliders and moorings. According to Romain 
Cancouët, “we are building synergies and we are 
getting insightful feedback about sensors’ failures 
and data quality control to keep improving our 
next floats.” 
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